
Malaria Dreams 
 

You have just been hired as an intern in the production department of HBOmax Studios.  It’s one of the most 
successful TV and film production studios in the U.S., but it has a lot catching up to do if it wants to match 
Netflix or Amazon (or even Disney) on a GLOBAL scale.  Keep in mind that HBO recently merged with 
WarnerMedia (owner of Discovery, Food Network, Animal Planet, etc.)   Nevertheless, there have been some 
big shows coming out of HBO during the past year, such as Mare of Easttown, as well as some older successes, 
such as Game of Thrones, The Sopranos, and Big Bang Theory (maybe you’ve heard of them).   
 
All of these have been MAJOR ca$h cows and allowed HBO to become a possible “contender” for the real 
global game of thrones currently underway in the TV-world.  
 
MOOOOOOOO!!!!… 
 

Do you get the picture?   
 

TODAY, however, may be your lucky day.   
 

Your supervisor has just handed you the first pages of a book entitled Malaria Dreams, by Stuart Stevens.  She 
tossed it on your desk and simply said, “Read this and tell me what you think.”    
 

The book tells the story Steven’s trip across the heart of the African continent.  The story is captivating.  It’s 
wryly humorous, adventurous, and at times, more than a bit frightening.  But it’s also non-fiction travel 
literature—not necessarily the stuff of HBO’s recent playbook.   
 

“Read this and tell me what you think…”  These are obvious code words in streaming television-land.  Your 
supervisor is looking to take a bold chance, and she wants to know your opinions on IF or HOW this piece 
could (or should!?) be adapted into some sort of a TV production.  (!?)  
 

More specifically, what she really wants is your recommendations on the following conceptual and tactical 
issues:  
 

First, what are the PRIMARY considerations that any producer would need to take into 
account IF or WHEN this story was made into a series?   Director?  Scripting? Budget? Target 
Audiences?   Casting considerations (specific actors and actresses)?  Locations?   Filming?  
Story transformations?  Narrative tone or tenor?   Film or HiDEF 8K Video?  Mini-Series?  ? 
 

Second, how could this particular section of the book be made cinematic and/or dramatically 
televisual in keeping with the HBO brand?  What gets put on film/video?  What gets left out?  
What are the compelling stories here?  This specifically includes the kinds of images/shots, 
audio (ambient, dialogue, voice-overs, music, etc.) characters, actors/actresses, character 
features, plot changes, etc.  
 

Ultimately, your supervisor wants YOU to describe some of the challenges a producer (or director) might face 
in making this scene into a great overall production.  $eriou$ly.  
 

Alas, not only is your supervisor interested in making this into an HBO production,  what she is slyly doing is  
using this as a test case to see if you are “suitable material” for promotion into the higher ranks.  This could 
mean bigger $$$ for you and maybe even the power to produce the shows that you’ve been dreaming about.  
 

That is, IF you get it right.   
 

Time is short—as it always is in TV-land.  You have 10 minutes to come up with your recommendations. 



 


